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CLEAR  OBJECT IVES

Have a clear understanding of the objectives and 

results you want to achieve before you contact 

travel bloggers. 

ESTABL ISH  YOUR  BLOGGER  GOALS

Think about what do you want from a blogger. What 

type, and quantity of content, the number of social 

media mentions, etc. This will help you when setting 

up the budget for bloggers.  

3 F IND  BLOGGERS

Find bloggers on social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 

Youtube). Travel bloggers can be found at free networking 

events like Travel Massive and TBU Socials. Travel blogger 

conferences are also an ideal opportunity to meet bloggers. 

4 RESEARCH  THE  BLOGGER  YOU  

P ICKED

Try a quick google search to see if any complaints or 

negative connotations arise for that blogger. Take a 

look at their blog. Does it fit your brand?   

5 FOLLOW  YOUR  BLOGGERS

ONL INE

Pay attention to their Facebook page. Is there a lot of 

engagement? It is important to check their engagement 

results as this could be your brand that your blogger's 

followers, who you are trying to reach, are (or are not) 

engaging with. 

Partnering up with travel bloggers enables tour 

businesses unique, cost effective marketing opportunity. 

It makes your marketing more effective leading to the 

increase of brand awareness online and finally online 

bookings and sales. 

ASK  FOR  THE  MEDIA  KIT

Pay attention to their Facebook page. Is there a lot of 

engagement there? It is important to check their 

engagement results as this could be your brand that 

your blogger's followers, who you are trying to reach, 

are (or are not) engaging with 

INV ITE  INFLUENCERS  TO  YOUR  TOUR

Invite them to take a place on your tour or activity. Just 

make sure to explain what you expect, be transparent and 

know exactly why you want to work with them. 
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